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About School…… 

At DPS Barmer, we are of the firm belief that every child is unique and blessed with a unique set of skills, and 

it is our mission to help them maximise their potential. 

Our focus is on building a strong relationship based on integrity and trust between our teachers, parents and 

students. We lay strong emphasis not just on academic learning and intellectual development (IQ), but also on 

social and emotional development (EQ) of every student to help build their character which will allow them to 

confidently handle unfamiliar and unexpected situations in their personal and professional lives in the future. 

We truly believe in a holistic approach of development of a student as ideal role model citizens. 

The core of our teaching philosophy is to encourage and appreciate a student at every step of the journey. It is 

our constant endeavor to offer a student a happy and fun learning environment to boost their academic, creative 

and social skills while keeping in mind that every student has their own pace of learning. 

 

A world class infrastructure with top notch facilities 

Good quality infrastructure in a school environment not only helps in shaping students’ academic lives but also 

contributes to the overall well-being of the students. DPS Barmer boasts of state-of-the-art infrastructure with 

world class facilities, creating a learning atmosphere vital for a child’s holistic development. 

 

A thriving campus with a community of creative people 

Providing a safe and spacious learning environment where students are empowered to nurture their love for 

learning and thrive on challenges, DPS Barmer, imparts a high quality educational experience with well-

equipped smart classrooms, dedicated laboratories, open-air amphitheatre for all activities, flood-lit 

playground, exceptional sports facilities and many more. 

 

Great education is holistic. 

DPS Barmer is a holistic model of education encompasses more than just books, tests and classrooms. It strives 

to lay emphasis on not only academics but beyond. With All-Round Development as its key focus, our campus 

is always buzzing with one activity or the other, keeping our students motivated and making learning fun. 
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Dear Parents, 

DPS perpetually strives to become a benchmark of 

excellence in all vistas of education and is committed to 

preparing today’s youth as confident, smart, solution-

oriented, and compassionate young leaders of tomorrow. 

It gives me immense pleasure to share that DPS Barmer, 

is transcending to new heights with each passing year. I 

feel blessed and honoured to lead this reputed institution 

with a dedicated and highly competent team of staff 

members. 

Education is not only in the academic syllabus, but it is in each and every act done in 

life. At DPS, a child’s intellectual, social, emotional, physical, spiritual and aesthetic 

development is fostered and students are encouraged to crystallise their goals and 

achieve them. 

In the fast-paced world, we all have realized that education is not only the attainment 

of knowledge but also learning and implementation of life skills, developing social 

and emotional intelligence, instilling creativity, possessing the right attitude and 

behaviour, understanding the world around and the world within.  

In DPS, students are taught with inquiry-based, discovery-based, discussion-based 

and analysis-based methods. 

The school provides innumerable opportunities to the students in the form of intra 

school and inter-school events to hone their intellectual, physical and creative skills. 

An amicable and conducive atmosphere of the school facilitates the individual well 

being of the students and promotes their holistic development.  

As parents play an indispensable role in the education and development of the child, 

we place a strong emphasis on working with parents, enabling all students to 

maximize their abilities, emotions and academic potential. We seek the continued 

involvement, collaboration and motivation of the parents to the student community 

to achieve new milestones in the field of education and to accomplish the 

development goals of the students. 

I extend my best wishes to the DPS Family and my parents. I am sure we would 

leave no stone unturned to further enrich the legacy of this esteemed institutions for 

the better and brighter prospects of children. 

 

Mrs Sonal Deora, 

Principal. 
 
 

Principal Message 
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Delhi Public Sr. Sec. School Barmer is managed by a group of educationalists who 

have a rich history and a very successful experience in managing diverse social re-

engineering vertices. 

The School has also constituted a body of advisors who are educators with vast 

experience in pedagogical methods and management of some of the best educational 

institutions. 

Our curriculum, centred on the Syllabus prescribed by the NCERT/CBSE, focuses 

on the individual needs of learners. We wish to nurture global citizens of the 21st 

century, who will be alert and responsive to vital issues in their own time and space. 

DPS Barmer involves your child in a holistic learning experience and offers every 

window of opportunity – be it academic or co-curricular. Each student is encouraged 

to hone his/her talents and is provided a proper platform for development. DPS is 

global in approach and ensures that latest technologies are deployed for learning on 

physical, mental and spiritual planes. 

Apart from targeting good physical health and hygiene for our children, our focus is 

on learning the importance of team spirit, healthy competition and the ability to deal 

with setbacks as well as triumphs. We also allow a wide range of creative activities 

engaging the Multiple Intelligences as specified by Howard Gardner, so that every 

child not only gets the opportunity to develop a specific aptitude, but also the arena 

to trial varied potential abilities, thus transferring weaknesses into strengths. 

the good things about DPS school is They have the best infrastructure and state-of-

the-art facilities, including well stocked libraries, mathematics, science, computer 

labs, library rooms for workshops and open spaces for sports.  
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For us at Delhi Public Sr. Sec. School, the goal 

of education is the advancement of knowledge 

and the dissemination of truth. The methodology 

of teaching at the school is as follows: 

Authentic 

To draw on the learner’s strengths and interests. 

Material and resources are drawn from and connected to real world. 

Interactive 

This fosters participation and collaboration and allows the learner to interact with the 

real world. This fosters participation and collaboration and allows the learner to 

interact with the real world. 

Learner-Centred 

This provides opportunities to learn through discovery which helps the learners to be 

the creators, thinkers and problem solver. This also includes the learner in the 

development of lessons and assessment process. 

Process-focused 

Subjects are taught as ways of thinking which rests on Intelligent Behaviours. It 

helps the learner to apply thinking models and diverse strategies and develops 

communication capacity are taught as ways of thinking which rests on Intelligent 

Behaviours. It he Continuous Provides the learner an opportunity to acquire 

knowledge in a more holistic way. It builds on a variety of disciplines and learning 

environment. 

PRE-PRIMARYWING 

At a Pre–Primary level, we formulate the curriculum according to the basic 

principles of “Child Development” and “Children’s Learning”. We enhance varied 

aspects of their development i.e. physical and motor skills, language, cognitive, 

socio-emotional and aesthetic appreciation through latest teaching methodologies 

(Early Childhood Education). 
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• We teach the children based on an all-inclusive program of activities   

encompassing various aspects of Montessori method as well as Play way method. 

• We provide a diversified learning environment with a gamut of learning 

opportunities which facilitate the children to develop on their ’Multiple 

Intelligence’. 

• We foster the holistic development of young students through play, activities, 

drama, sports, music, educational trips and enriching life experiences. 

• We nurture the potential and talent of each child so that they grow up to be the 

absolute best version of themselves. 

 

PRIMARY WING 

• A thematic approach is designed to stimulate the children through various 

interactive sessions and activities. 

• An extensive use of technologically aided labs (Smart Classes) and language labs 

to supplement classroom teaching. 

• Project works, Rhyming Recitation, Story telling, Cursive writing practice etc. are 

encouraged to build the confidence level of every student. 

• Field trips are a part of the curriculum to make learning even more impactful. 

• Use of Newspaper articles, Reading, Drawing, Quizzes, Brain-teasers and other 

learning tools enhance general awareness. 

SECONDARY AND SENIOR SECONDARY WING 

• A thematic approach is designed to stimulate the children through various 

interactive sessions and activities. 

• NCERT books are followed and all guidelines from CBSE are adopted on the 

academic as well as co-curricular front. 

•   Project works, group discussions are encouraged to build the confidence level of 

every student.  

• Field trips and excursions are a part of the curriculum to make learning even more 

impactful.  
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Interview Session 

Exclusive interaction of the DPS Barmer students, Garv Agarwal and 

Bhavika Choudhary with Mr. Arun Kumar Purohit "The Iconic Personality 

of Barmer" 

The District and Collector magistrate -Barmer appreciated DPS Barmer, and 

gave a message to the studying children to work hard and move ahead. 

This interaction was held on 23rd August under the supervision of Mrs. 

Vineeta soni. 
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The BVP, founded in 1963 on the birth anniversary of Swami Vivekananda is a 

right-wing voluntary organisation. It was initially formed with name - Citizens 

Council to mobilize people against Chinese attacks on Indian territory but was 

later renamed and registered as a society on 10 July 1963. 

The aim of Bharat Vikaas Parishad is dedicated to the development and growth 

of our country in all fields of human endeavor – cultural, social, academic, 

moral, national and spiritual – by promoting a sense of patriotism, national 

unity and integrity. 

DPS Students stood first in the group singing competition organized at 

Delhi Public School Barmer campus under the aegis of Bharat Vikaas 

parishad. 

Seven students participated- Uditi, Navya, Anya, Ananya, Hridya, Haard 

Rathore, Madhvi in group Singing Competition which was held on 16th 

September 2023 under the guidance of Music teacher Mr. Manoj. 
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District level U-14  

roller skating competition conducted in DPS 

Under the 67th District Level Sports Competition 2023, the 14-year age group Roller 

Skating Competition was organized from 20th September to 22nd September at 

Delhi Public Senior Secondary School, Barmer campus. The closing ceremony was 

held on Friday in the school premises in the presence of Chief guest Shri Omprakash 

ji Chandak (President, Mahesh Shikshan Sansthan) Tarachand ji Jatol (Patron Bharat 

Vikas Parishad). Chandak ji told that sports is very important in students life. A 

healthy soul resides in a healthy body, which is possible through regular sports. Jatol 

said that along with educational activities, co-educational activities lead to all-round 

development of a person. He also said that the Acharya in the form of Drona, who is 

working on grooming the disciples in the form of Arjun, is helping his future 

generations with his qualities, intelligence and strength. They are preparing to make 

their country proud at the international level in big competitions. 

During the prize distribution ceremony, the students who secured first, second and 

third position in the competition were awarded. 

In the competition, under the 14 year old boys category, Brijpal Singh got first place, 

Kartikeya Bhambhu got second place and Bhavesh got third place in Quad 500 + D. 

In Quad 1000 meters, first place taken by Brijpal Singh, second by Rawal Singh and 

the third place by Prakash Choudhary. In Quad 2000m, First was Jitendra Jakhar, 

second was Prakash Chaudhary, third was Ayush. 

In Inline 500+D, first was Hitpal Singh Rathod, second was Aryan, third was Srijan 

Pratap Singh. In the inline 1000 meter competition, Hitpal Singh Rathod stood first, 
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Harshit Chaudhary stood second and Aryan stood third. In inline one lap, Hitpal 

Singh Rathore stood first, Srijan Pratap Singh Tomar stood second, Tanesh stood  

third. In inline 2000 meters, first was Harshit Chaudhary, second was Tanesh, third 

was Srijan Pratap Singh Tomar. 

In the 14 year old girls category, In the Quad competition 500 + D, first Ashritha, 

second Pauravi A. Thori, the third target was Yadav. In quad 1000 meters, first was 

Lakshya Yadav, second was Ashritha, third was Bhumika. In Quad 2000 meters, 

Purvi stood first and Yamuna stood second. 

In this line, in 500+D, Soumya Singh came first, Yasha Choudhary came second, 

Preksha Singh came third. In inline 1000 meters, Dimple stood first, Soumya Singh 

stood second, Yasha Choudhary stood third. In inline one lap, first place was Yasha, 

second was Dimple, third was Prisha Khedad. In inline 2000 meters, first was 

Dimple, second was Prisha Khedad and third was Kanishka Singh. Program 

coordinator selection committee, Judging team, and Team in-charge, who were 

playing the main role in the competition, were present in which Hansraj ji Soni 

(P.Ed.), Padmaram Mali (Ed.Ed.), physical Teacher Balwant Bishnoi, Richpal Ram, 

Prabhulal Parangi, Amit Kumar Makwana, physical Teacher Kanchan Sodha and 

Santosh were present. Mahesh Teacher Training College Principal Devaram Suthar, 

MIPS Principal Hari Singh Ji, Sukhdev Gaur, Dinesh Vishnoi, Jogendra Gaur, 

Ramesh Vishnoi, Harish Mansuriya, Neha Aswani were present in the closing 

ceremony. The program was conducted by Dinesh Rajpurohit and Dimple Maru. 

School Principal Sonal Deora encouraged all the students. Players played the games 

in a disciplined manner and followed all the rules of the game. Deora thanked all the 

visiting Jury, physical teachers from various schools and the guests. 
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Mahatma Gandhi or more lovingly known as Bapu by all Indians is internationally 

acknowledged for his doctrine of non-violence that led to India to its glorious 

freedom.  

2nd October every year is celebrated as Gandhi Jayanti the story of his life has 

impacted humanity to its core. Most noteworthy, this festival celebrates the birth 

anniversary of Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi.  

To revere this day, the Students and Teachers of DPS, Guindy held a Special 

Assembly to commemorate the Mahatma’s life.  

All our Students were imbued with Gandhian values and thoughts and vowed to 

become berths citizens of India and this World. 

Bharat Vikas Parishad 

Bharat Vikas Parishad is registered as a Society under the Societies Registration Act 

1860 on the 10th July, 1963. It is a service-cum-sanskar oriented, non-political, 

socio-cultural voluntary organization, where both husband and wife join as members 

to serve the society. The founding fathers of Bharat Vikas Parishad from the very 

beginning decided to treat Swami Vivekanand as the role model and to follow his 

foot prints. They made every effort to put in practice his ideas and ideals. 

  

Children’s Day 

Children's Day is celebrated across India to raise awareness about the rights, 

education, and welfare of children. It is celebrated on 14th November every year on 

the birthday of the first prime minister of India Pandit Jawahar lal Nehru who was 

known to have been fond of children. 

Upcoming Events
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The Indian mythological festival Dussehra brings back memories of our magnificent 

past revealing our true culture. The festival of Dussehra brings hope that the 

demonic forces are destroyed with the burning of Ravan an epitome of evil. It gives 

the message that a new era has begun Dussehra is celebrated with great excitement 

and vigour. Doing Saraswati Pujan is one of the most important aspects of Dussehra 

celebration with kids. Saraswati Pujan is nothing but doing Puja of books and the 

symbol of Goddess Saraswati. It is one of the important Indian traditions that teach 

children to respect their books and treat them next to Goddess Saraswati.  

Green Olympaid:  

GREEN Olympiad is a leading school-based initiative of The Energy and 

Resource Institute (TERI) which is supported by the ministry of Education and 

ministry of Environment. The journey started in 1999 as India’s premier 

environment quiz for school students. It has since then incorporated within 

itself several stages of initiatives at TERI in the field of sustainability 

transformation to match the aspirations of the academic community to establish 

as an Environment Education brand. Reaching out to nearly 2000 schools 

annually in India and abroad, this Olympiad is designed for students of Std. 4–

12. The overall objective of this initiative is to sensitize and build capacity of 

students on environment, sustainability, and green skills. 

In DPS, Barmer Green Olympiad will be conducted in month of October . 
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SOF is an Educational Organization 

popularizing academic competition 

and assisting development of 

competitive spirit among school 

children. 

  

SOF was established by leading 

academicians, scientists and media 

personalities with the aim of promoting Science, Mathematics, Computer 

Education, English, Social Studies, General Knowledge and professional 

courses. Science Olympiad Foundation has been striving for over 25 years to 

promote scientific attitude and temperament through innovative activities and 

use of IT in learning process that involve school students across the globe.  

 As per upcoming exam in the Month of October in DPS, Barmer the SOF 

exam will be conducted. 

Guest Apperance

  

  
Mr Om Prakash Chandak 

(President, Mahesh Shikshan Sansthan) 

Mr Tarachand Jatol 

(Patron, Bharat Vikas Parishad) 

 

Mr Bal Singh Rathore 

(President, Private Educational Institution) 
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Saturday Activities

 -2nd Sept, 2023 

Before any sort of help arrives at a scene of crisis, it is essential to know 

about the first-aid to be administered to the wounded to help prevent 

further deterioration of the situation. 

In order to prepare for such situations, the DPS, Barmer organised a 

session on First aid training on 2nd Sept,2023, for classes 9th to 11th Mr 

Chogalal ji Soni the retired Senior Compounder gave a detailed 

presentation with the children about the importance of knowing first aid 

skills in life. The children enjoyed and imbibed the art of life saving skills. 

The activity incharge was Mrs Pooja Tiwari. 
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-2nd Sept,2023 

The students of DPS,Barmer classes 2ndto 5th participated in the 'Hindi Story Telling 

Competition' by dressing up as their favourite character and narrating stories in a 

mesmerizing manner. It was a day when stories echoed with history, leaving an 

inspiring mark on the hearts of all who listened. Children enjoyed the competition 

and actively taken part .The activity Incharge was Mrs Rekha Gaur. 
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-2nd Sept,2023 

DPS, Bammer organized a Card Making Activity for the students of Grades VI to 

VIII in the Saturday activity. All the students enthusiastically participated in the 

activity. They were very excited for making cards. Students were asked to design, 

draw, colour, paint or decorate the greeting card using any materials. The students 

under the guidance of their art and craft teacher Mrs Vaishali let their emotions flow 

while making decorative and embellished cards which conveyed their love and 

affection. The response for the activity was overwhelming and each card was unique 

and beautiful showing the interest and creativity of each student. 
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– 2nd Sept,2023. 

We believe in the all-round awareness and development of students. On Saturday 

2nd Sept 2023, our Pre-primary to I students went on a field trip to Market 

(Supermarket in City Center and Vegetable market) as part of extended learning on 

“Our Neighborhood”. 

A supermarket is a wonderful place for children to be made aware of and learn about 

different kinds of foods and other things available there. On their visit to the 

supermarket, children were made to identify the types of foods found there.  

They were shown different sections of the supermarket (Grocery section, Stationary 

section, toiletry section, bakery, and canned goods, toys, etc.) 

Teachers explained to them how things are bought, billed and paid for. This taught 

them the feeling of responsibility. This gave the students an opportunity to see, smell 

and learn about commodities that are available in a shopping mart and how it is 

purchased by people for their daily use. 

On the whole, it was a fun-filled learning experience for each child. We hope these 

experiences will help our students to make the right choice when it comes to healthy 

eating. 
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at Delhi Public Senior Secondary School, Barmer. 

"A teacher who loves learning earns the right and the ability to help others learn." 
 
Teachers' Day was celebrated on September 5, 2023 by the students of DPS, Barmer. 

The Teachers were warmly welcomed by the students.  

The students presented a beautiful programme dedicated to their teachers which 

included a speech, poem and games.  

They highlighted the role of teachers who played in making their students 

accountable citizens of the future and wonderful human beings.  

It was an awesome programme and appreciated by all. 
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-6th Sept,2023 

To seek the spirituality, euphoria and to create a spirit of festivity, the young 

children of Delhi Public School, Barmer celebrated the special occasion 

of Janmashtami. The children created a divine atmosphere and rejoiced the day 

together through a variety of cultural programme which included songs and dances. 

Dressed up as ‘Bal Krishnas and Radhas, the children danced to the tunes of songs. 

Tableau of the Lord Krishna life stages and Lilas, were presented by the children in 

the colourful costumes. Students actively participated in making this auspicious 

occasion a success. 
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 – Nur to LKG 

Hindi Poem Recitation Competition “Nanhe Kathakar” was organized on 9th 

Sept,2023 at DPS, Barmer for Pre Primary Children. The children participated with 

great enthusiasm. They recited various poems  using innovative props. This event 

gave the children an opportunity to develop confidence, good listening and 

communication skills. The efforts of the children were praised and applauded by the 

judge and teachers alike.  

Competition Incharge was Mrs Anuradha. 
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- UKG to I 

A story – telling competition was organised by Delhi Public School, Barmer, for the 

students of class UKG and class I. The creativity and artistry among the tiny tots 

were nurtured through the extremely engaging session. Story telling is at the heart of 

life. It is the most powerful way to put ideas into the world today. It not only boosts 

the language skills but expands the imagination and improves listening skills of the 

young students. 

Children presented their stories with various props, finger puppets, charts, pictures, 

creative gestures and facial expressions. The appropriate use of voice modulation 

and body language infused passion, enhanced imagination and expression and 

introduced children to new horizons of storytelling. It was an interactive session 

where the young souls were encouraged for creative thinking. . . 

Competition Incharge was Mrs Poonam Rathore. 
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– Class II to V 

In DPS, Barmer students of classes II to V participated in “Sports Activity” with 

enthusiasm and joy. To see them participated with dedication was an awesome 

moment. The students participated in various racing events with a lot of zeal and 

excitement. The objective of this activity was to increase the strength of the students, 

teach them about the importance of sports and encourage them to take parts in 

various sports events. 
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–Class VI to VIII 
“Poetry is when an emotion has found its thoughts and the thought has found words.” -Robert 

Frost 

Poem Recitation is a mode of expression, a medium to reflect the talents of the 

young ones. It emphasis on the sound and the rhythm of language. Thus building 

children’s phonemic awareness, their verbal skills and also boost their confidence. 

Keeping this in mind, Class VI to VIII organized Hindi Recitation competition on 

Saturday,9thSept, 2023.The young poets confidently recited their poems with good 

expressions and voice modulation. Amazing and eye-catching props used by the 

students enhanced the overall presentation. The efforts of the participants were 

applauded. 

Competition Incharge was Mr Dinesh Singh. 
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 –Class IX to XI 

Music plays an important part in school curriculum, and it teaches many valuable 

lessons that students can't learn in the classroom. 

Music gives kids a sense of imagination, as well as a good learning experience. 

Music can take people to incredible places and give them an insight into other 

cultures. DPS Barmer gives the opportunity to learn music and enhance their skills. 

On 9th Sept,2023 a musical Instumental activity was conduced. Children showed 

their hidden potential. Competition Incharge was Mr Kamal Vyas. 
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Beyond academics

(Sports) 

67TH DISTRICT LEVEL SPORTS COMPETITION   
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U-14 Badminton (Boys) U-17 Badminton (Girls) 

U-19 TT (Girls) U-14 TT (Boys) 

U-17 Badminton (Boys) 

U-14 badminton (Girls) 

Skating (Boys & Girls) Swimming (Boys) Swimming (Girls) 
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DPS, Barmer is more than just a school for young children; it is a community 

for the entire family! Having experience with one other preschool prior to 

finding DPS, I now know what we were missing. The dedication of the staff to 

truly get to know my child and use this knowledge to develop the curriculum is 

unmatched. Not only does having my child attend DPS offer them the 

opportunity to learn and explore in ways they never would elsewhere, the 

school is providing an education as well! Between the informational 

roundtables and the book club, I have grown as a parent. My child feel like his 

feelings and ideas are heard and that he is capable and competent 

contributor. 

Dr.(Mrs.)Shikha Bhargava 

(Abhimanyu Bhargava) 

UKG A 

 

Success is not the key to happiness. Happiness is the key to success.”– Albert Schweitzer 

Success and happiness are two different ideas that are dependent on each other. 

People often believe that in order to be happy one must have a successful life. They 

relate success with money, power, luxurious lifestyle and a promising future. 

However, there will never be a universal explanation as to what success and 

happiness are because these terms have different meanings for different people. 

In my opinion, success does not lead to happiness; instead, happiness is actually 

what makes people successful. Happiness contributes towards positive attitudes which 

motivates the people to undertake new goals and be successful in achieving them. 

Joyfulness helps to cultivate a behavior that reinforces successful and friendly 

perspectives. It helps an individual to unlock the doors of success. 

Happiness is not a mere luxury but rather the very essence of living. The secret of 

being happy is to find joy in the simple things in life that gives you satisfaction. It is 

important to have an optimistic view in order to learn to appreciate your life. 

Having a positive attitude is the best way to accomplish all the goals and have a 

bright and exciting future. I firmly believe that happiness plays an important role 

in the pursuit of success. 

 

MRS. VINEETA SONI 

TGT ENGLISH 
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Delhi Public Sr Sec school, Barmer has bridged the gap between academic 

hard work and fun activities that still aid learning in children. I like that 

about this school. I highly appreciate all the positive efforts to help my child 

improve and become great in life. I pray that God rewards you all for being 

great teacher. I am satisfied that my child can speak properly and show 

respect in the process. Thank you for taking good care of them on my behalf. 

Mrs. Rekha  

(Rajvardhan Singh - IX) 

(Kulvardhan Singh -VII) 

 

As parents we would like to take this prospect to thank the teachers, school, 

management and all staff for their motivation, support and most 

importantly patience. We appreciate the motivating and open culture of 

the school, the teachers are so helpful and also bring the confidence in my 

son. Kids are encouraged to interact and not be afraid of their teachers. 

Not only in study but also in other activities likes Music, Sports, Art & Craft. 

They developed ability and interest of my son and show us his hidden 

talent which we don’t know and it is feel proud when we know about that. 

School’s environment is very good and all staff members are deeply caring. 

My son has been so lucky to have studying in DPSS, Barmer. 

Bhavik Rathod & Trupti Rathod 

Parents of Haard Rathod 

Class: 6th A 

 

Dear School,  

               I would love to show my profound gratitude to you for the great 

job you are doing. I am so delighted my children attend your school .Your 

leadership qualities have not only inspired the staff but also the students. I 

am sure I am not the only parent who feels this way, the members of staff 

are so passionate about what you do and intentional about the welfare 

and wellbeing of our students. You have created a perfect and conductive 

environment for my child to learn. 

Thank you so much and keep up the good work.                      

Sumit Gupta & Ruchika Gupta 

Parents of Reyansh Gupta  

Class: 6th A 
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September- 2023 

Student’s Birth Day 
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ANKUR SHRINGI 

TGT 

DOB- 13 SEP 
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Pitara- Collection 
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Website: www.dpsbarmer.com 

Delhi Public Sr. Sec. School, Barmer  

http://www.dpsbarmer.com/

